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Introduction 

To the Citizens of the Commonwealth: 

In many ways, the Massachusetts economic success story is a national model. One 

important part of this story deserves more attention: the improved management 

of our state government. 

Over the past three years, all state managers, under the Governor's leadership, have 

made a determined effort to use the state's resources wisely and carefully, to deliver 

services more efficiently, and to pursue new and innovative ways to meet public 

needs. As a result, we have saved money, improved services, and increased pro

ductivity. Because of these efforts, we have generated more than$ 350 million in 

additional resources-through savings and the more aggressive collection of 

federal reimbursements-which have made it possible for us to provide both better 

services and tax relief. For example: 

• By making the most of the opportunity presented by the deregulated

telephone industry, Massachusetts has both gained better telephone service

and saved more than $ 3 million annually;

• By remembering the lessons of the energy crises of the 1970s and planning

more energy efficient operations, the state has saved more than $7.6 million

annually;

• By increasing the number of businesses bidding on state jobs and acting as a

more attractive client for contractors to do business with, the state created a

more competitive purchasing environment and saved more than$ 26 million

since 1983; and

• By demonstrating that services the state provides to human service clients are

eligible for federal reimbursements, the state has increased revenues by nearly

$170 million since 1983 .

These are only a few of the Massachusetts managerial successes that are part of our 

larger effort to create opportunity for every citizen in the Commonwealth. We in 

state government are proud of these efforts; they are an important yardstick of how 

well we are doing the job of delivering quality, cost-effective services. 

There is clearly more that can be done. We will continue to be challenged by the 

scale and complexity of Massachusetts state government, an enterprise that in

cludes over 200 agencies that spend over $9 billion annually in the delivery of 

public services ranging from day care for children and home care for the elderly 



to the enforcement of drunk driving laws and the disposal of hazardous wastes. 

Despite the work that we still need to do, it is nonetheless valuable to pause and 

measure our progress. Therefore, we have prepared this set of reports to document 

our success to date and specify where we plan to make further improvements in 

the management of state government. 

Those who take the time to read these reports will find much useful information, 

much to be proud of, and much to praise. For all that remains to be done, 

Massachusetts is today at the vanguard of the nation in innovative management. 

The men and women who have done such an outstanding job of meeting the day

to-day responsibility of delivering timely, efficient , effective, and compassionate 

services deserve the continued encouragement of all the people of Massachusetts. 

State government's strides are due to them; the progress that will come in the years 

ahead will be the result of their continued efforts. Together we are building a Com

monwealth where there truly is opportunity for all. 

Frank T. Keefe, Secretary 

Executive Office for 

Administration and Finance 
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Executive 
Summary 

The 1984 divestiture of the American Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) 

changed the profile of the telecommunications industry overnight. New carriers 

and manufacturers emerged and competed in an industry previously dominated 

by AT&T. Through its Office of Telecommunications, (OTC), the Commonwealth 

has capitalized on the developments in the telecommunications industry. In ad

dition, the OTC has developed a long-term strategy to consolidate its telecom

munication services. Both efforts, summarized here have reduced expenses and 

improved service. 

Lease vs. Purchase of Equipment: Purchasing rather than leasing telephone 

systems and equipment in selected agencies yields annual savings of $1.45 

million. 

Competitive Bidding of Long Distance Service: By replacing AT&T long

distance service with several more cost-effective, long distance services, the state 

saves $200,000 annually. 

Telephone Bill Preparation: Having agency phone bills prepared by OTC rather 

than AT&T and New England Telephone saves the state $220,000 annually. The 

new billing system also provides agency managers with more detailed information 

on telephone usage, thereby enabling them to control it . 

Telephone Service Technicians: The OTC made a contract with AT&T to have 

four technicians permanently assigned to the Government Center complex. Better 

service and annual savings of over $150,000 have resulted. 

Call Switching Equipment: The purchase of equipment to route calls more ef

ficiently will provide annual savings of $840,000. 

Fiber Optic Technology: The state is exploring the purchase of fiber optic cir

cuits to carry a portion of its communications. Instead of paying AT&T or New 

England Telephone for the use of their circuits, the state could limit future expenses 

to the investment and equipment maintenance costs of its own circuits. In addi

tion, the MBTA has realized annual revenue increases of more than $220,000 by 

leasing land for fiber optic installation. 
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Lease vs. Purchase 
of Equipment 

! I
For many years, state agencies leased telephone systems and equipment from AT&T. i if
The agency would rent the equipment for a fixed time period and then the equip- ' 
ment would revert back to AT&T. Neither the agency nor the lessor expected the 
Commonwealth to purchase the telephone systems and equipment. In 1984, 1· 1 

however, the OTC realized that in some instances it would be more cost effective · 1 

for the agency to purchase, rather than lease, its equipment. 

: I 

: I 

Agencies lease either electro-mechanical or computer-based processors telephone 11 
I 

systems. The former have more limited service availability, entail higher operating i I 
expenses, and are becoming obsolete; the latter are state-of-the-art equipment . I 
Therefore, OTC decided that only agencies leasing a computer-based processing 
system should make a purchase. 

'I. To determine where purchases could be justified, OTC next investigated which r
agencies intended to keep their telecommunications systems for another five years. 

I
'

It then identified ten agencies, with a to tal of 100 computer-based 

systems, that should purchase their telecommunications equipment. 
'I 

Because an outright purchase of telephone systems would have required a large 
up-front capital investment, OTC decided to make a lease-purchase agreement with 
AT&T. Under such an agreement, the Commonwealth would continue to make ii 
monthly lease payments, composed of principal repayment and interest to AT&T; 

llhowever, these payments would be applied towards the purchase of the equip-
ment. In effect, AT&T would finance the equipment for the state rather than rent 
it to the state. 

,lj 
l 

In making its decision, OTC had to compare lease-purchase costs with leasing 1·
costs. OTC rejected AT&T's first proposal, because its financing rate was too high ii 
to justify the transaction. After AT&T secured third-party financing from a large 
commercial bank at a lower financing rate, however, OTC approved a proposal to 
support the lease-purchase transaction. Under the AT&T proposal, monthly lease
purchase payments are lower than the previous lease payments. Each lease
purchase agreement includes an equipment maintenance contract. Thus, each 
monthly payment contains a maintenance charge in addition to the lease-purchase 
charge. The financing of this maintenance contract by the commercial bank is an 
innovation in the leasing industry, because the bank has no collateral to support 
the maintenance agreement should the Commonwealth default. Thus, the financer 
has demonstrated a willingness to assume some risk in entering into the agreement. 



Financial Benefits 

Ten agencies have used the lease-purchase mechanism to purchase their existing 

telephone systems. These agencies are realizing annual savings of more than $1.45 

million. Over the next five years, purchasing this equipment will save the Com

monwealth nearly $7.3 million, and the agencies will own their equipment 

outright at the end of the five-year contract term. OTC estimates the equipment 

will last for five years beyond the end of the lease-purchase term. For that time, 

the Commonwealth will avoid more than $172,800 in monthly expenses. Savings 

from the purchase of equipment will thus total $17.6 million over ten years. 

Competitive Bidding of 
Long-Distance Service 

In view of the variety of long-distance telephone services spawned by the AT&T 

divestiture, OTC decided to invest�gate alternatives to AT&T long-distance service. 

It employed a competitive bidding process to find more cost-effective services. 

The state uses two types of lines for out-of-state calling. The first, Foreign Exchange 

(FX) lines, connect the state system to frequently-called cities such as Hartford, Pro

vidence, New York, and Washington, D.C. Calls to all other locations are carried 

over Wide Area Toll Service (WATS) lines. The state pays a fixed monthly rate for 

both FX and WATS lines as well as a predetermined rate per hour of usage. 

To assess long-distance service requirements, OTC conducted a three

month analysis of long-distance calling patterns; it studied where calls 

were made and the amount of time spent on calls. Following this survey, OTC 

asked potential vendors to submit bids for WATS and FX lines. Six vendors respond

ed to OTC's request. In analyzing their proposals, OTC used three factors: 

(1) The total price for both FX and WATS lines based on expected service levels.

(2) The unit price for both FX and WATS lines stated in terms of cost per minute

or cost per hour of service. Unit price is especially important to be aware of

when measuring costs because overall service requirements may expand or

contract over time.

(3) The recommended configuration of WATS lines to cover particular calling areas.

Following its analysis of proposals, OTC selected All net to provide WATS service, 

American Private Lines to provide FX service to New York, and GTE to provide FX 

service to remaining locations. Each company had offered the lowest bid for the 

respective service. 

3 



Telephone Bill Preparation 

Financial Benefits 

State Action 

Financial Impact 
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The conversion from AT&T to new vendors took place in late 1985. The Com-: 
monwealth has realized a monthly savings of more than $16,000, which translates I'
into an annual savings of nearly $200,000. 

Telephone Bill 
Preparation 

i 
I 

A large portion (20 % to 2 5 % ) of state agency operating budgets are dedicated to 
administrative expenses such as travel, data processing, and telephones. To ensure ! , 
that adequate funds are available to provide services, agency managers must con- I' 
trol these administrative expenses. � �I

To help managers control their telephone expenses, OTC introduced a 
,I user-sensitive billing process in November, 1985. The process allocates all 

phone expenses to the user agency; this makes the agency managers responsible 
for controlling the amount of service the agency uses. 
In the past, the state relied upon New England Telephone (NET) and AT&T to 
prepare an agency's phone bills. Now, with the introduction of user-sensitive bill
ing, the OTC, with technical support from the Office of Management Information 
Systems, prepares the bills. A lthough the NET bills accurately allocated phone ex
penses to each agency, they did not provide agency managers with adequate in
formation concerning usage patterns within the agency. 
The revised bill provides managers with more detailed information on phone usage 

i, 

at their agencies. These bills show the number of phones the agency uses, the �number of phone lines in and out of the agency, the number of toll calls made on 
. agency phones, and service costs for changes in telephone that the agency 
generates. This level of detail enables managers to monitor usage and control in-
appropriate usage where it occurs. 

The Office of Management Information Systems generates the bills that had been· 
prepared by NET and AT&T. With the introduction of user-sensitive billing, the state 
no longer pays NET for bill preparation, thereby saving $220,000 per year. In addi
tion, OTC expects telephone expenses to go down as managers assume responsibility 
for controlling usage in their agencies. Industry experience suggests that expenses Iwill drop 10% to 25% for a savings of between $160,000 and $400,000 each year. 
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ll:-1tate Action 

1 i�inancial Benefits

Telephone Service 
Technicians 

The central administrative activities of most agencies take place in the Government 

Center complex in Boston. Telephone activity in this complex-the State House, 

the McCormack, Hurley, and Saltonstall Buildings, and 100 Nashua Street-is 

therefore a major aspect of the state's operation. The Centrex system, which routes 

calls between agencies and to and from the agencies to outside lines, is the primary 

telephone system serving this complex. 

In the past, any time a secretariat, agency, or office needed phone maintenance 

or repair work, OTC contacted AT&T, which assigned technicians to do the job and 

charged a unit cost for services rendered. Following an analysis of maintenance 

expenses, OTC determined that assigning AT&T technicians to the Government 

Center complex on a permanent basis would reduce expenses and improve service. 

With help from AT&T, OTC reviewed the levels of telephone maintenance service 

requisitioned by all Government Center offices over the previous 12 months. 

This analysis showed that an average of nearly 600 staff hours were devoted to 

phone maintenance and repair work. This represents four full-time equivalent 

personnel. 

In early 1986 OTC made a contract with AT&T Information Systems to 

secure the full-time services of four technicians assigned exclusively to 

the Government Center complex. Although employed by AT&T, these techni

cians report to an OTC project manager and their daily work assignments are 

developed by the project manager. This new deployment of resources has improv

ed work order response time, allowed for work order prioritization, and proved 

more flexible for OTC management. 

Before its agreement with AT&T, the Commonwealth had paid approximately 

$430,000 annually for telephone maintenance and repair work in the Government 

Center complex. Now annual payments for full-time service come to $280,000, 

for a savings of $150,000. 
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Call Switching 
Equipment 

it-______________ F_o_ r-th_ e_p_a_s _t _s _e _v _e -ra_l _d_ e_ c_ a_d_ e_s_,_M_a _ss_a_c_h_u_s_e_t _ts-st-a-te_g_o_v_e_r _n _m_ e_ n_ t _h_a _s _g_r _o _w_ n_, -th-e :))� 
demands for phone services have increased, and communications technology 

I has advanced. In response, the state has made gradual changes in its existing 

6 

communications system. The result is a patchwork of telephone systems built on 
an outdated foundation, instead of a modern, consolidated communications 
network. 
A dramatic example of the shortcomings of this patchwork is the switching equip- I ment available to move calls around the state. This equipment routes calls between 1

1
two locations, and any call made between two places passes through it. Until 1986, 
the state had one switch to handle all calls made within the Commonwealth; the 
switch was located in Boston. Thus, the call of a state employee in Pittsfield to another in Westfield was routed from Pittsfield through Boston to Westfield. Calls 

! 
i 

between Holyoke and Gardner or Sturbridge and Leominster would pass through 
Boston. The following map details the routing of calls in 1985: 
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1. Pittsfield2. Holyoke3. Westfield4. Springfield5. Sturbridge6. Worcester7. Leominster8. Gardner9. BostonA = Switch
Two variables affect the cost of a telephone call: the distance the call travels over Itelephone circuits and the movement of the call between area codes. Thus, because 
of the location of the switching equipment, the Commonwealth was incurring 
considerable added expense for calls between and within central and western 1 
Massachusetts. OTC therefore decided to evaluate-the costs and benefits of pur
chasing its own switching equipment to service the Boston area, central, and j

1 western Massachusetts. 
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11 State Action 

Call Switching Equipment 

OTC analyzed calling patterns between various locations across the state in order 
to define existing service requirements and their costs. It then compared the costs 
of several possible locations for switching equipment . Upon completing this 
analysis, OTC determined that the optimal configuration of switching 
equipment would be three switches located in Boston, Worcester, and 
Springfield. In addition, these switches would be linked with several cir
cuits among them. With_ this configuration, a call from Pittsfield to Westfield 
would be routed through Springfield, thereby limiting the distance the call travels 
and eliminating the movement of the call between area codes. The call from 
Holyoke to Gardner would be switched at Springfield, and would travel over direct 
circuits to Worcester, where it would again be switched and routed to Gardner. The 
following map details this new configuration of switches and shows how calls will 
be routed over the system: 

1. Pittsfield
2. Holyoke
3. Westfield
4. Springfield
5. Sturbridge
6. Worcester
7. Leominster
8. Gardner
9. Boston
.a. = Switch

Once the OTC had determined the optimal equipment configuration, it developed 
a request for proposal which detailed its equipment specifications. OTC distributed 
the request to 13 equipment vendors, all of whom submitted proposals to the state. 
OTC used the following criteria to evaluate proposals: 

1. The equipment'_s capacity to switch voice, data and video communications.

2. The incremental costs of expanding switching capacity.

7 
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Fiber Optic Technology 

Financial Benefits 
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3. T he equipment's compatability with various circuit media such as fiber, cop

per, and microwave.

4. T he equipment's internal processing throughput.

OTC will complete installation of the new switching equipment in the fall of 1986. 

T he equipment is expected to yield savings of $840,000 annually. 

Fiber Optic 
Technology 

At present, all voice, video, and data transmissions between state agencies are car- ,, 

ried over AT&T or New England Telephone circuits, and the state pays for each ex

change. To reduce communication expenses the Commonwealth is exploring the 

possibility of investing in fiber-optic circuitry to permit communication transmis-

sions over its own circuits. 

Fiber-optic communication systems transmit power over circuits in the form of 

light that is not visible to the eye. T hey greatly expand circuit capacity and offer 

greater reliability and quality of service than copper circuits. Although fiber-optic 

circuits are more expensive to manufacture, their expanded capacity justifies their 

development. 

Fu 

All common carriers, such as AT&T, New England Telephone, GTE, Sprint , Allnet 

and MCJ, employ the technology in their communications network. A user of the 

technology must have access to land between its points of communication where 
Co it can install the fiber-optic circuits. While the actual land required is small-

measuring only several inches in width-it must be available over distances of up 

to several hundred miles. 

Both the common carriers and the Commonwealth have recognized the advan

tages of a public-private partnership to assemble the parcels necessary for circuit 

installation. Two independent state authorities-the Massachusetts Turnpike 

Authority and the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority (MBTA)-have in
itiated an analysis of the benefits of leasing a portion of their land for the installa

tion of fiber-optic circuitry. T he Turnpike Authority owns the land, between 

Boston and the western border of the state, on which the turnpike operates. 

Likewise, the MBTA owns the land over which its commuter trains run between 

-



Financial Benefits 

Contact 

Boston and points north in Ipswich and Gloucester, northwest in Haverhill and 

Lowell, west in Framingham and Gardner, and south in Attleboro. The easements 

that parallel these transportation corridors would be ideal for a public-private leas

ing partnership. Such an arrangement could provide revenues to the public 

authorities and the land to the common carriers for fiber-optics installation. 

Several public and private entities have expressed an interest in leasing MBTA land 

for the purpose of installing fiber-optic cable. In October 1985 the MBTA's Board 

of Directors approved the first such lease. The lease covers three segments of MBTA 

land along which an aerial fiber-optics system will be installed for two years with 

an option for a third year. The MBTA has also initiated negotiations with other en

tities for similar short-term leases. It is now working on a policy for the long-term 

lease of land for a systemwide underground fiber-optics network. 

The Massachusetts Turnpike Authority is currently negotiating a lease with a com

mon carrier. As this process moves ahead, OTC is considering having that same car

rier install fiber-optic circuitry for the state's exclusive use. The state would pur

chase the equipment and pay the common carrier for its installation. It would then 

use the fiber-optic circuits to connect switching equipment and would thereby 

own the circuitry over which its data, voice, and video communications are 

transmitted. 

The MBTA has achieved revenue increases of more than $220,000 annually from 

the leasing of its land. In addition, should the state proceed with the installation 

of fiber-optic circuits along the Massachusetts Turnpike, OTC estimates it would 

save $ 1 .  1 million annually. 

For more information on the state's telecommunication network , contact Robert 

F. Moriarty, Director, Office of Telecommunications (617) 727-7500.
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